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Abstract. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) on finite traces has proven to
be a good basis for the analysis and enactment of flexible constraintbased business processes. The Declare language and system benefit from
this basis. Moreover, LTL-based languages like Declare can also be used
for runtime verification. As there are often many interacting constraints,
it is important to keep track of individual constraints and combinations of
potentially conflicting constraints. In this paper, we operationalize the notion of conflicting constraints and demonstrate how innovative automatabased techniques can be applied to monitor running process instances.
Conflicting constraints are detected immediately and our toolset (realized using Declare and ProM) provides meaningful diagnostics.
Keywords: Monitoring, Linear Temporal Logic, Finite State Automata,
Declarative Business Processes, Operational Support, Process Mining
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Introduction

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) provides a solid basis for design-time verification
and model checking. Moreover, LTL has also been used for the runtime verification of dynamic, event-based systems. In this latter setting, desired properties
are expressed in terms of LTL. These properties and/or their conjunction are
translated to a monitor which can be used to dynamically evaluate whether the
current trace, representing an evolving run of the system, complies with the
desired behavior or not.
Traditionally, LTL-based approaches were mainly used to verify or monitor running programs. However, the need for flexibility and a more declarative
view on work processes, fueled the interest in the Business Process Management
(BPM) field. The Declare language and system [11] show that it is possible to
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model LTL constraints graphically such that end user can understand them,
while a workflow engine can enact the corresponding process. Constraints may
be enforced by the Declare system or are monitored while the process unfolds.
Each graphical constraint in Declare is represented as an LTL formula, and
the global process model is formalized as the conjunction of all such “local”
formulas. Hence, there are two levels: (a) individual constraints well-understood
by the end-user and (b) global constraints resulting from the interaction of local
constraints. Runtime verification must provide intuitive diagnostics for every individual constraint, tracking its state as the monitored process instance evolves,
but at the same time also provide diagnostics for the overall process model, giving
a meaningful feedback obtained from the combination of different constraints.
In [6], we have investigated automata-based techniques for the runtime verification of LTL-based process models. In particular, we proposed colored automata
to provide intuitive diagnostics for singular constraints and ways to continue verification even after a violation has taken place. Intuitively, a colored automaton
is a finite state automaton built for the whole set of constraints composing a
process model, where each state contains specific information (colors) indicating
the state of individual constraints.
Here, we again use colored automata for runtime verification. However, now
we focus on the interplay of constraints, i.e., we immediately detect violations
which cannot be attributed to a single constraint in isolation, but result from
combinations of conflicting constraints. To do so, we extend a variant of the RVLTL semantics [2] with the notion of conflicting constraint set. Given the current
trace of a system’s instance, a set of constraints is conflicting if for any possible
continuation of the instance at least one of such constraints will be eventually
violated. Hence, our approach is able to detect constraint violations as early as
possible. We show how to compute minimal conflicting sets, i.e., conflicting sets
where the conflict disappears if one of the constraints is removed.
Our approach has been implemented in the context of the Declare system3
and ProM4 . We provide diagnostics that assist end-users in understanding the
nature of deviations and suggest recovery strategies focusing on the constraints
that are truly causing the problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some
background material, and in Sect. 3 we introduce our runtime verification framework. Section 4 explains the core algorithms used in our approach. We have been
applying our approach to various real-world case studies. In Sect. 5, we report
on the monitoring of Declare constraints in the context of maritime safety and
security. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Background

In this section, we introduce some background material illustrating the basic
components of our framework. Using a running example, we introduce Declare,
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present RV-FLTL, an LTL semantics for finite traces, and an approach to translate a Declare model to a set of automata for runtime verification.
2.1

Declare and Running Example

Declare is a declarative process modeling language and a workflow system based
on constraints [9]. The language is grounded in LTL but has an intuitive graphical
representation. Differently from imperative models that are “closed”, Declare
models are “open”, i.e., they specify undesired behavior and allow everything
that is not explicitly forbidden. The Declare system is a full-fledged workflow
management system that, being based on a declarative language, offers more
flexibility than traditional workflow systems.
Figure 1 shows a simple Declare model used within the maritime safety and
security field. We use this example to explain the main concepts. It involves four
events (depicted as rectangles, e.g., Under way using engine) and three constraints
(shown as arcs between the events, e.g., not coexistence). In our example, a vessel
can be Under way, either using an engine or sailing but not both, as indicated by
the not coexistence between the two events. A vessel can be Constrained by her
draught, but only after being Under way sailing (as a vessel with an engine cannot
be constrained by draught and a sailing vessel cannot be constrained before it is
under way). This is indicated by the precedence constraint. Due to harbor policy,
only vessels with an engine can be Moored (sailing ships are instead anchored).
This is indicated by the responded existence, which says that if Moored occurs,
Under way using engine has to occur before or after.
Each individual Declare constraint can be formalized as an LTL formula
talking about the connected events. Let us consider, for example, Fig. 1, naming
the LTL formulas formalizing its different constraints as follows: ϕn is the not
coexistence constraint, ϕp is the precedence constraint and ϕr is the responded
existence constraint. Using M, S, E and C to respectively denote Moored, Under
way sailing, Under way using engine and Constrained by her draught, we then have
ϕn = (♦E) ⇒ (¬♦S)

ϕp = (♦C) ⇒ (¬C t S)

ϕr = (♦M) ⇒ (♦E)

The semantics of the whole model is determined by the conjunction of these
formulas.
2.2

LTL Semantics for Constraint-Based Business Processes

Traditionally, LTL is used to reason over infinite traces. When focusing on runtime verification, reasoning is carried out on partial, ongoing traces, which describe a finite portion of the system’s execution. Among the possible LTL semantics on finite traces, we use a variant of Runtime Verification Linear Temporal
Logic (RV-LTL), a four-valued semantics proposed in [2]. Indeed, the four values
used by RV-LTL capture in an intuitive way the possible states in which Declare
constraints can be during the execution. Differently from the original RV-LTL
semantics, which focuses on trace suffixes of infinite length, we limit ourselves
3
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Fig. 1. Example Declare model.

to possible finite continuations (RV-FLTL). This choice is motivated by the fact
that we consider process instances that need to complete eventually. This has
considerable impact on the corresponding verification technique: reasoning on
Declare models is tackled with finite state automata.
We denote with u |= ϕ the truth value of an LTL formula ϕ in a finite trace u,
according to FLTL [5], a standard LTL semantics for dealing with finite traces.
Definition 1 (RV-FLTL). The semantics of [u |= ϕ]RV is defined as follows:
– [u |= ϕ]RV = > (ϕ permanently satisfied by
continuation σ of u: uσ |= ϕ;
– [u |= ϕ]RV = ⊥ (ϕ permanently violated by
continuation σ of u: uσ 6|= ϕ;
– [u |= ϕ]RV = >p (ϕ possibly satisfied by u) if
finite continuation σ of u such that uσ 6|= ϕ;
– [u |= ϕ]RV = ⊥p (ϕ possibly violated by u) if
finite continuation σ of u such that uσ |= ϕ.

u) if for each possible finite
u) if for each possible finite
u |= ϕ but there is a possible
u 6|= ϕ but there is a possible

We denote B4 = {>, ⊥, >p , ⊥p } and assume an order ⊥ ≺ ⊥p ≺ >p ≺ >.
We say a formula is satisfied or violated if it is either permanently or possible
violated or satisfied.
As we have seen for Declare, we do not look at specifications that consist
of a single formula, but rather at specifications including sets of formulas. We
generalize this aspect by defining an LTL process model as a set of (finite trace)
LTL formulas, each capturing a specific business constraint.
Definition 2 (LTL process model). An LTL process model is a finite set of
LTL constraints Φ = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕm }.
One way to verify at runtime an LTL V
process model Φ = {ϕ1 , . . . , ϕm } is to test
the truth value [u |= Φ]RV = [u |= i=1,...,m ϕi ]RV . This approach, however,
does not give any information about the truth value of each member of Φ in
isolation. A solution for that is to test the truth values [u |= ϕi ]RV , i = 1, . . . , m
separately. This is, however, still not enough. Let us consider, for example, the
Declare model represented in Fig. 1. After executing the trace Moored, Under way
sailing, the conjunction ϕn ∧ ϕp ∧ ϕr is permanently violated but each member
of the conjunction is not (ϕn is possibly satisfied, ϕp is permanently satisfied,
4
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Fig. 2. Local automata for ϕn , ϕp , and ϕr from the example in Fig. 1.

and ϕr is possibly violated). Therefore, to give insights about the state of each
constraint of an LTL process model and still detect non-local violations, we need
to check both global and local formulas.
2.3

Translation of an LTL Process Model to Automata

Taking advantage of finiteness of traces in the RV-FLTL semantics, we construct
a deterministic finite state automaton showing the state of each constraint given
a prefix (we simply refer to such an automaton as “automaton”). An automaton
accepts a trace if and only if it does not violate the constraint, and is constructed
by using the translation in [3].
For the constraints in the model in Fig. 1, we obtain the automata depicted
in Fig. 2. In all cases, state 0 is the initial state and accepting states are indicated using a double outline. A gray background indicates that the state is
permanent (for both satisfied and violated). As well as transitions labeled with
a single letter (repesenting an event), we also have transitions labeled with one
or more negated letters; they indicate that we can follow the transition for any
event not mentioned. This allows us to use the same automaton regardless of
the exact input language. When we replay a trace on an automaton, we know
that if we are in an accepting state, the constraint is satisfied, and when we are
in a non-accepting state, it is violated. We can distinguish between the possible/permanent cases by the background; states with a gray background indicate
that the state is permanent.
We can use these local automata directly to monitor each constraint, but
to detect non-local violations we also need a global automaton. This can be
constructed as the automaton product of the local automata or equivalently as
the automaton of the conjunction of the individual constraints [12].
The global automaton for our example is shown in Fig. 3. We use state
numbers from each of the automata from Fig. 2 as state names, so state 202 corresponds to constraint not coexistence being in state 2, constraint precedence
being in state 0, and constraint responded existence being in state 2. These
names are for readability only and do not indicate we can infer the states of
local automata from the global states. To not clutter the diagram, we do not
show self loops. These can be derived: every state also has a self-loop transition
for any transition not otherwise explicitly listed. Accepting states in the global
5
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Fig. 3. Global automaton for our example.

automaton correspond to states where all constraints are satisfied. In a nonaccepting state, at least one constraint is possibly violated. State F corresponds
to all situations where it is no longer possible to satisfy all constraints. We note
that state 321 is not present in Fig. 3 even though none of the local automata
is in a permanently violated state and it is in principle reachable from state
001 via a S. The reason is that from this state it is never possible to reach a
state where all constraints together are satisfied. Indeed, by executing the trace
Moored, Under way sailing, Under way with engine, for instance, we obtain the
trace 000 →M 001 →S F →E F . Hence, we correctly identify that after the first
event, we possibly violate some constraints, and after Under way sailing there is
a non-local violation and we cannot satisfy all constraints together anymore.
The global automaton in Fig. 3 allows us to detect the state of the entire
system, but not for individual constraints. In [6], we introduced a more elaborate
automaton, the colored automaton. This automaton is also the product of the
individual local automata, but now we include information about the acceptance
state for each individual constraint. The colored automaton for our example is
shown in Fig. 4. We retain the state numbering strategy, but add a second
line describing which constraints are satisfied. In this case, each state of the
colored automaton really contains indications about the acceptance state for each
individual constraint. If a constraint is satisfied in a state, we add the first letter
of the name of the constraint in uppercase (e.g., R indicating that the constraint
responded existence is permanently satisfied in state 202). If a constraint is only
possibly satisfied, we put parentheses around the letter (e.g., (R) in state 320). If
a constraint is possibly violated in a state, we add the letter in lowercase (e.g., r
in state 001), and if a constraint is permanently violated, we omit it entirely (e.g.,
precedence is permanently violated in state 011). Executing the trace Moored,
Under way sailing, Under way using engine on the colored automaton, we obtain
the trace 000 →M 001 →S 321 →E 122. We can see in state 122 that we have
permanently violated the constraint not coexistence and permanently satisfied
the others (PR). Note that the presence of an undesired situation, attesting an
unavoidable future violation, is already detected in state 321. However, in 321,
the problem cannot be attributed to a single constraint. The problem is non-local
and is caused by the interplay between not coexistence and responded existence
(the first forbidding and the other requiring the presence of event Under way
using engine). We capture this kind of situation by introducing the notion of
conflicting constraint sets.
6
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Fig. 4. Colored automaton for the example in Fig. 1.
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Conflicting Constraint Sets

We aim at diagnostics explaining the core reason of a non-local violation. Therefore, it is important to identify the smallest parts of the original LTL process
model that cause the problem. We tackle this issue by characterizing the relationship between the overall state of the system and the one of individual
constraints. In particular, we show that the global state can be determined from
the local states only when an explicit notion of conflicting set is defined and
included in the semantics. In this respect, we first look at the truth value of
subsets of the original specification.
Definition 3 (Monitoring evaluation). Given an LTL process model Φ and
a finite trace u, we define the sets Ps (Φ, u) = {Ψ ⊆ Φ | [u |= Ψ ]RV = s}
for s ∈ B4 . The monitoring evaluation of trace u w.r.t. Φ is then M(Φ, u) =
(P⊥ (Φ, u), P⊥p (Φ, u), P>p (Φ, u), P> (Φ, u)).
As our goal is to deduce the global state of a system from the states of individual
constraints, we need to analyze the structure of elements of M(Φ, u). It can be
observed that M(Φ, u) is a partition of the powerset of Φ:
Property 1 (Partitioning). Given an LTL process model
Φ and a finite trace u,
S
M(Φ, u) is a partition of the powerset of Φ, i.e., s∈B4 Ps (Φ, u) = 2Φ and for
s, s0 ∈ B4 with s 6= s0 : Ps (Φ, u) ∩ Ps0 (Φ, u) = ∅.
This is realized by observing that every subset of Φ has exactly one assigned
truth value. Second, for two subsets of Φ, Ψ 0 ⊆ Ψ 00 ⊆ Φ, the larger one is not
easier to satisfy:
Property 2 (Inclusion). Given an LTL process model Φ and a finite trace u, then
for Ψ 0 ⊆ Ψ 00 ⊆ Φ and an s ∈ B4 , if Ψ 0 ∈ Ps (Φ, u) then Ψ 00 ∈ Ps0 (Φ, u) for some
s0 ∈ B4 with s0  s.
This stems from monotonicity of truth values of conjunctions. Third, permanently satisfied constraints do not change the truth value of sets of constraints:
7

Property 3 (Effect of permanently satisfied constraints). Given an LTL process
model Φ and a finite trace u, and a ψ ∈ Ψ such that [u |= ψ]RV = >, if
Ψ ∈ Ps (Φ, u) for some s ∈ B4 , then Ψ \ {ψ} ∈ Ps (Φ, u).
This stems from the fact that for any extension, the permanently satisfied one
reduces to true and can be removed using identity > ∧ ψ = ψ for any constraint
ψ. This allows us to characterize the structure of sets with a given truth value:
Property 4 (Structure of global states). Given an LTL process model Φ and a
finite trace u, for a subset of constraints Ψ ⊆ Φ
1. Ψ ∈ P> (Φ, u) if and only if ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= ψ]RV = >,
2. Ψ ∈ P>p (Φ, u) if and only if ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= ψ]RV ∈ {>, >p } and ∃ψ ∈ Ψ such
that [u |= ψ]RV = >p ,
3. if Ψ ∈ P⊥p (Φ, u), then ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= ψ]RV ∈ {>, >p , ⊥p } and ∃ψ ∈ Ψ such
that [u |= ψ]RV = ⊥p , and
4. if Ψ ∈ P⊥ (Φ, u) and ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= ψ]RV 6= ⊥, then ∃ψ ∈ Ψ such that
[u |= ψ]RV = ⊥p .
The first item is seen by assuming that some constraint exists in Φ that is not
permanently satisfied for u. Equivalently, there exists a finite continuation of u
where this constraint is not satisfied and the conjunction of all constraints in
Φ is not satisfied for u. The second and third are seen by similar arguments.
The last one is seen by observing that if a set has only possibly or permanently
satisfied members, it is itself possibly or permanently satisfied.
Given an LTL process model Φ, a trace u, and a subset Ψ ⊆ Φ, we can easily
identify whether Ψ belongs to P> (Φ, u) or P>p (Φ, u) by simple inspection of the
state of individual constraints in the colored automaton mentioned earlier. For
the first two items of Prop. 4, the states of the constraints in a node completely
characterize, in this case, the global state of the system. However, we cannot
determine whether a set belongs to P⊥p (Φ, u) or P⊥ (Φ, u) only by looking at the
state of individual constraints: Prop. 4 only gives us implication in one direction
in this case.
We introduce a fifth truth value of constraints ⊥c that allows us to deduce
the state of the entire system from the state of individual constraints. This
reflects that a constraint is not permanently violated but is in conflict with
others so the entire system cannot be satisfied again. To better characterize the
problem when a permanent violation occurs, we minimize the sets originating
the violation. Therefore, we look at minimal subsets Ψ ∈ P⊥ (Φ, u). A first group
of these minimal subsets are singletons {ψ} with ψ ∈ P⊥ (Φ, u). A second group
consists of conflicting sets:
Definition 4 (Conflicting set). Given an LTL process model Φ and a finite
trace u, Ψ ⊆ Φ is a conflicting set of Φ w.r.t. u if:
1. Ψ ∈ P⊥ (Φ, u),
2. ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= ψ]RV 6= ⊥, and
3. ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= Ψ \ {ψ}]RV 6= ⊥.
8

We extend the semantics of RV-FLTL to capture conflicting sets:
Definition 5 (RVc-FLTL). The semantics of [u, Φ |= ϕ]RV c is defined as
(
⊥c
if there is a conflicting set Ψ ⊆ Φ s.t. ϕ ∈ Ψ
[u, Φ |= ϕ]RV c =
[u |= ϕ]RV otherwise.
Therefore, we can introduce a variant of Prop. 4 allowing us to determine the
global state solely using local values:
Theorem 1 (Structure of global states). Given an LTL process model Φ
and a finite trace u, then
1. [u |= Φ]RV = >, if and only if ∀ψ ∈ Φ, [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c = >,
2. [u |= Φ]RV = >p , if and only if ∀ψ ∈ Φ, [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c ∈ {>, >p } and
∃ψ ∈ Φ such that [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c = >p ,
3. [u |= Φ]RV = ⊥p , if and only if ∀ψ ∈ Φ, [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c ∈ {>, >p , ⊥p } and
∃ψ ∈ Φ such that [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c = ⊥p ,
4. [u |= Φ]RV = ⊥ if and only if ∃ψ ∈ Φ such that [u, Φ |= ψ]RV c ∈ {⊥c , ⊥}.
In [6] we explain how to modify the original LTL process model on the fly in
an efficient way when a violation occurs. Therefore, when a non-local violation
is detected, it can be useful to identify minimal sets of constraints to be removed
in the original LTL process model to recover from the violation. We capture this
as a recovery set:
Definition 6 (Recovery set). Given an LTL process model Φ and a finite
trace u such that [u |= Φ]RV = ⊥, then Ψ ⊆ Φ is a recovery set of Φ0 w.r.t. Φ
and u if
1. [u |= Φ \ Ψ ]RV 6= ⊥
2. ∀ψ ∈ Ψ , [u |= Φ \ (Ψ \ {ψ})]RV = ⊥
Intuitively, we must remove exactly one constraint from each conflicting set in
Φ, but if two (or more) conflicting sets overlap, we can remove one from the
intersection to make a smaller recovery set.
Let us consider the Declare model represented in Fig. 1. We name the LTL
constraints of this model as specified in Sect. 2.1. Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the constraints’ evolution: events are displayed on the horizontal
axis. The vertical axis shows the three constraints. Initially, all three constraints
are possibly satisfied. Let u0 = ε denote the initial (empty) trace:
[u0 , Φ |= ϕn ]RV c = >p

[u0 , Φ |= ϕp ]RV c = >p

[u0 , Φ |= ϕr ]RV c = >p

Event Moored is executed next (u1 = M oored), we obtain:
[u1 , Φ |= ϕn ]RV c = >p

[u1 , Φ |= ϕp ]RV c = >p

[u1 , Φ |= ϕr ]RV c = ⊥p

Note that [u1 |= ϕr ]RV = ⊥p because the responded existence constraint becomes
possibly violated after the occurrence of Moored. The constraint is waiting for
9

Fig. 5. One of the views provided by our monitoring system. Colors show the state
constraints while the process instance evolves; red (viol ) refers to ⊥, yellow (poss. viol )
to ⊥p , green (poss. sat) to >p , blue (sat) refers to >, and orange (conflict) to ⊥c .

the occurrence of another event (execution of Under way using engine) to become
satisfied again. Then, Under way sailing is executed (u2 = M oored, U nder way
sailing), leading to a situation in which constraint precedence is permanently
satisfied but not coexistence and responded existence are in conflict.
[u2 , Φ |= ϕn ]RV c = ⊥c

[u2 , Φ |= ϕp ]RV c = >

[u2 , Φ |= ϕr ]RV c = ⊥c

Note that we have exactly one conflicting set, {ϕn , ϕr }. Indeed, if we look at
the automaton in Fig. 4, from 321 it is not possible to reach a state where both
these constraints are satisfied. Moreover, no supersets can be a conflicting set
(due to minimality). {ϕn , ϕp } is not a conflicting set as they are both satisfied
in 122, and {ϕn , ϕp } is not a conflicting set as it is temporarily satisfied. The
next event is Under way using engine (u3 = M oored, U nder way sailing, U nder
way using engine), resulting in:
[u3 , Φ |= ϕn ]RV c = ⊥

[u3 , Φ |= ϕp ]RV c = >

[u3 , Φ |= ϕr ]RV c = >

not coexistence becomes permanently violated because Under way using engine
and Under way sailing cannot coexist in the same trace. Note that this violation
has been detected as early as possible by our monitoring system; already when
Under way sailing occurred, the conflicting set of constraints showed that it would
be impossible to satisfy all constraints at the same time. However, it is still
possible to see that the responded existence constraint becomes permanently
satisfied by the Under way using engine event.

4

Deciding RVc-FLTL Using Automata

In this section, we give algorithms for detecting the state of sets of constraints.
We start by giving algorithms for the extra information we have added to the
automata in Sect. 2, and then focus on how to compute the information about
conflicting sets contained in the colored automaton.
10

4.1

Local Automata

We get most of the information exhibited in the local automata in Fig. 2 from
the standard translation in [3]. The only thing missing is the background color
indicating whether a constraint is permanently/possibly satisfied or violated.
We get the background information by marking any state from which an
accepting state is always/never reachable. We can do this efficiently using the
strongly connected components (SCCs) of the automaton (this can be computed
in linear time using Tarjan’s algorithm [10]). We look at components with only
outgoing arcs to components already processed (initially none), and we color a
component gray only if i) it contains nodes that are all accepting/non-accepting
and ii) all (if any) reachable components contain the same type states and are
colored. This is also linear in the input automaton.
If the automaton we get is deterministic and minimal, we know that at most
one accepting state will have gray background and at most one non-accepting
state will have gray background. These can be identified as the (unique) accepting and non-accepting states with a self-loop allowing all events. All automata
in Fig. 2 satisfy this, and we see they all have at most one gray state of each
kind. Using these automata, we can decide the state of a constraint (>, ⊥, >p ,
or ⊥p ) with respect to each trace, but we cannot detect non-local violations.
4.2

Global Automaton and its Combination with Local Automata

We can compute the global automaton directly using the same approach adopted
for local automata (following [12] for better performance). This is the approach
used for the automaton in Fig. 3. Using this automaton, we compute the state of
the global system, but not for individual constraints. In this way, we can detect
non-local violations but we cannot compute conflicting sets nor decide the state
of individual constraints.
To infer the state of the entire system as well as of individual constraints, we
can use at the same time the local and global automata. However, this forces us
to replay the trace on many automata: the global one plus n local ones, where
n is the number of constraints. Moreover, we cannot here detect exactly which
constraints are conflicting, only that there are some, making this approach less
useful for debugging.
4.3

Colored Automaton

To identify conflicting sets, we construct a colored automaton (like the one in
Fig. 4) using the method described in [6]. We then post-process it to distinguish
permanently/possibly satisfied or violated states (by computing SCCs, exactly
like we did for the local automata).
To additionally compute conflicting sets, we notice that they are shared
among states in an SCC (if a set of constraints cannot be satisfied in a state, it
also cannot be satisfied in states reachable from it, and all states in an SCC are
reachable from each other by definition). Furthermore, conflicting sets have to
11

be built using possibly satisfied and possibly violated constraints of an SCC. We
can ignore permanently satisfied constraints because of Prop. 3 and item 3 of
Def. 4. We can ignore permanently violated constraints due to item 2 of Def. 4.
In an SCC, all states share permanently violated and satisfied constraints as
they can all reach each other, so we can obtain all interesting constraints by
looking at one of the states in isolation.
Due to item 1 for Def. 4 and Prop. 2, we only have to consider states that
are permanently violated for computation of conflicting sets (gray states with
single outline in Fig. 4). We notice that the conflicting sets of an SCC have to be
super-sets of conflicting sets of all successor SCCs or contain a constraint that
in a successor SCC is permanently violated. This is seen by a weaker version
of the argument for members of SCCs sharing conflicting sets, as reachability
is only true in one direction. The inclusion may be strict due to minimality of
conflicting sets (item 3 of Def. 4).
We thus start in terminal SCCs (SCCs with no successors) and compute the
conflicting sets. This is done by considering all subsets composed of possibly
violated/satisfied constraints with more than one member and checking whether
they are satisfiable in the component. This can be done by examining all states
of the SCC and checking if there is one where all members of the considered
subset are (possibly) satisfied. We can perform this bottom-up or top-down.
The bottom-up approach starts with sets with two elements and adds elements
until a set become unsatisfiable, exploiting minimality (item 3 of Def. 4) in that
no superset of a conflicting set is a conflicting set. Alternatively, we can compute
the sets top-down, starting with all possible violated/satisfied constraints and
removing constraints until the set becomes satisfied, exploiting that subsets of
a set of satisfied constraints do not need to be considered due to monotonicity.
Which one is better depends on the size of the conflicting sets.
For each globally unsatisfiable SCC we recursively compute for all successors
and then build conflicting set bottom-up, starting with all possible (minimal)
unions of conflicting sets or singleton permanently violated properties of successors. For the example in Fig. 4, state 112 has, for instance, no conflicting
sets, but two permanently violated constraints (ϕn and ϕp ). Computing conflicting sets for 311 only needs to consider sets containing (at least) one of
these, and as ϕp is permanently violated, we can ignore it. The only possibility, {ϕn , ϕr }, is indeed a conflicting set. For state 310 we need to consider
unions of the conflicting sets and permanently violated constraints of successors
of 311 and 112, i.e., {C1 ∪ C2 | C1 ∈ {{ϕn }, {ϕp }}, C2 ∈ {{ϕn , ϕr }, {ϕp }}} =
{{ϕn , ϕr }, {ϕn , ϕp }, {ϕp , ϕn , ϕr }, {ϕp }} which can be reduced by removing sets
containing ϕp (which is permanently violated in 310) to {{ϕn , ϕr }}. We furthermore remove any supersets of contained sets (none in this case), and use the sets
as basis for computing conflicting sets. As {ϕn , ϕr } is satisfiable in 310, such
constraints do not constitute a conflicting set, hence 310 has no conflicting sets.
Each SCC can have exponentially many conflicting sets in the number of
constraints (assume we have n constraints and construct a SCC with all states
possibly satisfying exactly n2 constraints and possibly violating the remaining;
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as all sets have the same size, none can be subsets of the others, and we have
n
n!
∈ O(2 2 ) such sets). In our initial experiments we have never seen examples
n
2!
with more than a few possibly violated/satisfied constraints, so in practice this
is acceptable. Future work includes validating that this is also true for large
real-life examples. If the pre-computation proves to be too expensive, we can
also perform the algorithm at run-time, only computing conflicting sets when
we reach a globally permanently violated state. By caching and sharing the
results between instances (as well as intermediate results imposed by recursion),
we should be able to provide acceptable runtime performance.
In our running example, executing the trace Moored, Under way sailing, we
obtain the trace 000 →M 001 →S 321. Using our algorithm to compute the
conflicting sets, we see that in terminal SCC 122 in Fig. 4 we have no conflicting
sets but a single permanently violated constraint ϕn . In state 321 we have exactly
one conflicting set, {ϕn , ϕr }.

5

Case Study

We now present an application of our runtime verification framework to a real
case study, focused on monitoring vessel behavior in the context of maritime
safety and security. It has been provided by Thales, a global electronics company delivering mission-critical information systems and services for aerospace,
defense, and security.
In our experiments, we use different logs describing the behavior of different
types of vessels. These logs have been collected by a maritime Automatic Identification System (AIS) [4], which acts as a transponder that logs and sends events
to an AIS receiver. Each log contains a set of process instances corresponding
to the behavior of vessels of the same type (e.g., Passenger ship, Fishing boat,
Dredger or Tanker). An event in a process instance is a change in the navigational
state of the vessel (e.g., Moored, Under way using engine, At anchor, Under way
sailing, or Restricted maneuverability). The logs are one-week excerpts of larger
logs tracing the behavior of each vessel in the long term.
Starting from these logs, exploiting process mining techniques [1], we discover
Declare models representing the behavior of each vessel type. A fragment of
the discovered model for Dredger is shown in Fig. 6. The ultimate goal is to
consequently use these models to monitor new vessel behaviors, using the colored
automata-based approach outlined in this contribution.
More specifically, to construct the model in Fig. 6, we apply the Declare
discovery technique described in [7]. We fix the not coexistence and response
constraints as possible candidate constraints (the response indicating that if the
source event occurs, then the target event must eventually occur). The miner
identifies all the not coexistence and response constraints that are satisfied in all
the traces of the log. However, when the log is an excerpt of a larger log, it is possible to make the discovery process more flexible by accepting a constraint also
if it is possibly violated in some traces: being each execution trace incomplete,
such a constraint could be satisfied in the continuation of the trace.
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Fig. 6. Discovered model for vessel type Dredger; dashed constraints represent a conflicting set arising after the occurrence of At anchor

Even though the miner only identifies constraints that never give rise to a
permanent violation by themselves, it is possible that conflicting sets of constraints exist in the discovered model. The conflicting sets are caused by the
fact that, to extract the reference models from the logs, the miner checks each
constraint separately while accepting possibly violated constraints. This makes
the approach presented in this paper relevant in the prompt identification of an
actual conflict during the monitoring process. For example, Fig. 6 contains a
conflict when At anchor is executed; the conflicting constraints are depicted with
dashed lines. Note that, in this specific case, each constraint of the conflicting
set is a recovery set: the conflict is solved by removing any of them from the
model.

6

Conclusion

We have introduced the runtime verification of flexible, constraint-based process
models formalized in terms of LTL on finite traces, focusing on violations arising
from interference of multiple constraints. A conflicting set provides a minimal
set of constraints with no continuation where all constraints can be satisfied.
To do so, we have exploited in a novel way established results achieved in the
field of temporal logics and runtime verification. In particular, we have considered
a finite-trace variation of the RV-LTL semantics [2], following the finite state
automata approach of [3] and the optimized algorithms proposed in [12] for
the generation of automata. Such automata are employed to provide intuitive
diagnostics about the business constraints during execution of a model. More
specifically, we have shown how local and/or global information can be provided
by combining the use of local automata and of a global automaton, or using a
single colored automaton to provide full information.
All the techniques presented in this paper have been fully implemented in
Declare and ProM. In particular, we have developed an Operational Support
(OS) provider for ProM [1, 13], exploiting the recently introduced OS service. The
OS service is the backbone for implementing process mining techniques that are
not used in a post-mortem manner, i.e. on already completed process instances,
but are instead meant to provide runtime support to running executions. Our
provider takes in input a Declare model, and exploits the colored automatabased techniques presented here to track running instances and give intuitive
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diagnostics to the end users, graphically showing the status of each constraint,
as well as reporting local and non-local violations (see Fig. 5 for an example).
In the latter case, recovery sets are computed, showing the minimal possible
modifications that can be applied to the model to alleviate the detected conflict.
Monitoring business constraints can be also tackled by using the Event Calculus (EC) [8]. The two approaches are orthogonal to each other: the EC can only
provide diagnostics about local violations but is easier to augment with other
perspectives such as metric time constraints and data related aspects. We plan to
investigate the incorporation of metric time aspects also in an automaton-based
approach, relying on timed automata for verification.
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